
FUTURE ASSEMBLY AWARDS 
 
  1. It Can’t Be That Long Award!  
       For the Action Paper that has taken the longest to be implemented 
 
  2. Best Flogging Award 
      For the DB who successively flogs its members into voting in the APA   
      election (based on the percentage of the DB members who vote) 
 
  3. No Dog in the Race Award 
      For the DB that has gotten out the most votes for the national APA  
      election but doesn’t have a candidate on the slate 
 
  4. Multiple Identity Award 
      For the APA member who holds the most positions simultaneously  
 
  5. No Conflict of Interest Award 
      For the APA member who has no interest whatsoever and therefore  
      can’t have any conflicts  
 
  6. Emperor’s Award 
      For whomever Emperor Martin wishes to honor with this award 
 
  7. Herding Cats Awards 
      For any group of APA members who momentarily relinquished their cat- 
      like behavior and allowed an APA leader to get them to agree on  
      anything 
 
  8. No End of Conflicts of Interest Award 
      For the APA member who has the most conflicts of interests and  
      conflicts within conflicts such that the member can never take any action 
 
  9. Wordsmithing by Committee Award 
      For the AEC which on January 23, 2016 actually accomplished editing  
      a motion in record time 
 
10. Parliamentarian Job Security Award 
      For the Assembly member who raises the most procedural questions for the  
      Parliamentarian to address in a single meeting 



 
11. Consolation Prize Voting Award 
      For an Assembly member who has the most votes against action papers  
      that were approved by the Assembly (highest unsuccessful percentage of    
      votes) 
 
12. Good Idea, But .  . . Award 
      For the Assembly member who has introduced the most Action Papers or  
      has made other proposals for something that already exists 
 
13. APA Counsel Job Security Award 
      For the APA member who has proposed an APA action that consumes  
      a lot of time for our APA counsel to tell us that legally it can not be done 
 
14. Perseverance Award 
      For the Assembly member who has submitted the same action paper the  
      most times 
 
15. Human Megaphone Award  
      For the Assembly member who doesn’t need to use a microphone  
 
16. Bystander Award  
      For the Assembly member who never signed on to any action paper.  
 
17. Saving Assembly Funds Award  
      For the Assembly member who has never shown up for a meeting, and  
      thus, hasn’t cost the Assembly anything. 
 
18. Overlooked Award 
      For the APA member who has never received an APA Assembly Award  
 
Respectively submitted, 
 
Joseph C Napoli, MD, DLFAPA             William Greenberg, MD, DFAPA 
Area 3 Representative                            Area 3 Deputy Representative 


